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Welcome to Spring Camporee 2019!
We hope you have a fantastic time at this year's Camporee and that your scouts enjoy the
games we have put together for them. You will ﬁnd a mix of events that require scout skills, teamwork,
and a little bit of luck.
As in years past, each patrol should have a good attitude, yells, and a ﬂag. Points will be
awarded not only for teamwork and how they do on the games, but also patrol spirit. Book use is
encouraged, but some events are timed, so don’t think you can just learn your skills on the ﬂy.
We ask that each troop bring at least one copy of this guide on a clipboard. It will provide you a
description of the games in case you have questions. Your scouts should probably have their books
handy, as well.
This event is being held at the Red Bluﬀ Discovery Center.
Remember, that while this is a district event, Spring Camporee is 100% planned and put on by
the local Order of the Arrow (O.A.) chapters. Your chapters are the Maidu from the Ranchero West
District and Wintun from the Northern Rivers District, of the Amangi Nacha Lodge. Everything from the
patch design, to the games, to the ordering of the porta-potties is all handled by this group of OA
youth and their adult advisors. If you would like to assist/staﬀ in the future ensure you have paid up
your O.A. dues and attend the monthly chapter meetings. If you or anyone in your unit have any
questions on this please see any O.A member. They will cheerfully answer your questions or point
you in the direction of someone that can.
If your unit has not had O.A. elections and you want your scouts to participate please contact
your local chapter to schedule your elections before Camporee or let the check in staﬀ know you want
elections completed Friday night of camporee.

You can ﬁnd this plaque that used as the
inspiration for this years patch design along
Highway 70 at the rest stop next to the Feather
River just before the tunnels as you head
towards Quincy.
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Events:
Below is a description for each of the games. There are some new things this year. If you have
any questions at all, please let us know.
Each patrol will be judged based on the points they receive on the collected score sheets.
Missed events will not be dropped. There is no curve.
While the patrols may be able to ﬁgure it out, please try to keep their scores secret. We don’t
want anyone throwing in the towel early because they think they are too far behind, or banking on a
sure win and not giving it their all.
The order of these events is at the discretion of the patrol.
Knot Tying Relay
The Patrol must attempt to tie ALL required trail to First Class knots in a relay.
Webelos will cover the knots they should know. The patrols should provide their own ropes to tie with.
Supplies
A list of the knots and examples will be provided.
Items to be scored
Time
Ÿ 2 point < 12 minutes
Ÿ 1 point > 12 minutes
Number of knots tied correctly
Scouts
Ÿ 1 point - 1 - 2 knots correct
Ÿ 2 points - 3 - 4 knots correct
Ÿ 3 points - 5 - 7 knots correct
Webelos
Ÿ 1 point - 2 knots correct
Ÿ 2 points - 3 knots correct
Ÿ 3 points - 4 knots correct
Knots to be tied
Ÿ Square knot (Webelos)
Ÿ Two half-hitches (Webelos)
Ÿ Taut-line hitch (Webelos)
Ÿ Bowline (Webelos)
Ÿ Sheet bend
Ÿ Timber hitch
Ÿ Clove hitch
Instructions
The patrol arrives at this station and lines up perpendicular to the knot bar in a single ﬁle line. The ﬁrst
scout runs up, tells the judge the name of the knot they are tying, ties it, shows it to the judge, and
then unties it before running to the back of his patrol line. Once they pass the front of the line, the next
scout runs to the knot bar and begins the same process. This continues until the ﬁnal knot is tied.
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First Aid Trail
The Patrols will test their knowledge of First Aid along a short trail. All First Aid situations will be from
the Trail to First Class requirements. Scouts must ﬁnd, provide, or simulate, all needed materials.
Items to be scored points range 1 - 5
Ÿ Following all steps to First Aid
Ÿ Assess the area
Ÿ Check that the victim is awake and needs help.
Ÿ Call/send for help.
Ÿ Assess the victim’s injury(ies).
Ÿ Treat for shock.
Ÿ Correct treatment for the injury.
Ÿ Transport the victim back to the trail head safely.
Ÿ We are looking for quality NOT quantity
Ÿ Speed is NOT a factor.

Staﬀ and Judges/Victims
The volunteer staﬀ will be the gate keepers and the 911/emergency contact for the trail and only allow
patrols through once a victim/judge is ready down the trail.
Victims will be Camp Staﬀ
We need 3 - 5 people to be judges/victims.
The victims/Judges will:
Judge and score the Patrol.
Be given two cards, a Scouts card and a Webelos card. The cards will list the First the Aid situation
and the steps that must be met for the appropriate program.
Supplies
First Aid situation cards
There will be ﬁve (5) cards for Scout level and ﬁve (5) cards for Webelos.
Each card/situation will be diﬀerent and will have the scoring method/points listed for the judge up to
maximum of 5 points.
Instructions
The Patrol arrives at this station and heads out on a short trail where they will ﬁnd a victim. The victim
will act out the symptoms of a ﬁrst aid situation from the Trail to First Class requirements. It will be up
to the Patrol to determine the correct course of action to properly treat and transport the victim back to
the start of the trail head/station to get more help. The Patrol cannot change or trade victims once
treatment has been started
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Flag Pole Structure
The Patrol must build a structure to raise their patrol ﬂag as high as they can. The patrols must supply
their own materials.
We recommend the following supplies
Three or more wood poles.
Ropes for lashing poles or guy lines.
Stakes for tying guy lines.
Hammer or mallet.

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Items to be scored
Height of the ﬂag from ground to top of ﬂag’s pole
Ÿ 1 point < 15’
Ÿ 2 points > 15’
Knots and Lashings
Ÿ 1 point all knots and lashing tied correctly
Time
Ÿ 2 points < 15 Minutes
Ÿ 1 point > 16 Minutes

Instructions
The patrol must lash together a structure to raise their patrol ﬂag as high as they are able. All knots
and lashings must be of the correct type and tied correctly for the structure used. After your ﬂag is
fully raised, line your patrol up and have the Patrol Leader call the Judge to stop your time. Materials
can be pre-staged next to the location where ﬂags will be raised.
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String Burn
Light a ﬁre and burn two strings. One is the max height of the tinder, the other is the ‘goal’ string that
stops the timer.
Patrols must supply the following
Ÿ Tinder
Ÿ Flint and Steel
Items to be scored
Time
Ÿ 1 point
> 16 Minutes
Ÿ 2 points 6 - 15 Minutes
Ÿ 3 points < 5 minutes
Ÿ 1 point performed Patrol Yell
Ÿ 1 point have a Patrol Flag with them
Note: If actual ﬂint and steel is used, I.E. not a magnesium block, deduct two minutes from the time as
a bonus.
Staﬀ will supply
Ÿ Twine
Ÿ Stakes
Ÿ Fire containment devices
Ÿ Stopwatch
Instructions
When the Patrol is ready to start (no prep allowed), start the timer. Flint and steel only, no matches,
no lighter ﬂuid, use only what you brought. Tinder base must be no higher than ﬁrst string. The timer
will stop when top string burns. There is a 20 min maximum. The staﬀ will place stakes on either side
of the ﬁre container. Mark string locations on the stakes. Each ﬁre station will need to be the same
beginning height and distance between. Tie string to stakes at the height of the marks.
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Scout Transport
The Patrol will lash and use an “A” Frame structure to transport one scout from one side of a “Creek”
to another. They will use a Diagonal Lashing at the top and Square Lashings for each lower leg.
Instructions
The Patrol will lash an “A” frame structure together and then use a pre-made and pre-placed “A”
Frame to transport one patrol member to the other side of a “Creek”. A scout will sit on the “A” Frame
between the top spares, facing the opposite side of the creek. The patrol will raise the “A” Frame to
vertical using the remaining poles and the ropes. The Scout sitting on the frame holds on for all he or
she is worth! Once the frame is past vertical the scout sitting on the “A” Frame jumps to the other
side. Although not for the faint-hearted, using a Scout Transporter builds a sense of trust between the
members of the patrol.
This is a timed event. Total time for the event is 20 minutes.
Patrol Supplies
Ÿ 3 poles
Ÿ Lashing ropes
Staﬀ Supplies
5 large poles approx 8 feet long
Lashing ropes
4 Long ropes for raising and lowering the “A” Frame.
Two large foam mats

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Scoring
Ÿ 3 points
< 10 min
Ÿ 2 points 11 - 15 min
Ÿ 1 point
>16
Ÿ 1 point Knots and Lashing Correct
Ÿ 1 point Crossed the “Creek”
Webelos scoring
Ÿ 1 Point for crossing
Instructions
Staﬀ will lash/build a very sturdy and secure “A” Frame. They will then tie four ropes to the top of the
“A” frame to raise and lower the “A” Frame from one side of the “Creek” to the other. The “A” Frame
will be placed in a location to simulate crossing a “Creek”. The raising and lowering ropes will be
placed on either side of the “A” Frame as hauling ropes to control the raising and lowering.
To construct the “A” Frame do the Diagonal Lashing at the apex some 3ft – 4'6” from the top of the
frame. Lash the two lower poles/legs with the Square Lashing. Tie two long ropes to the top of each
spar. The remaining two poles will be use by the scouts to help push the “A” Frame vertical. The legs
of the “A” Frame should be placed in center of the “Creek” with the top of the frame resting on the
bank. The foam pads will be placed on each side for the scout on the “A” to jump to.
Webelos simply attempt to cross with the assistance of the adult leaders or Den Chief.
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Decoding The Past
Scouts will follow an 1 mile orienteering course to decode secret message. A bonus point can be
earned by knowing the scout history and how it relates to the code. The patrol must supply their own
compass, writing instrument, and note pad/paper.
Webelos will decode a message solely based on taking bearings.
Staﬀ Supplies
Ÿ 5 diﬀerent code cards with bearings, distances, and declination for scouts.
Ÿ 3 diﬀerent code cards with bearings for Webelos.
Ÿ Paper for letters at each bearing marker.
Ÿ Stapler/staple gun
Ÿ Duck Tape
Ÿ Tacks
Ÿ Stakes
Ÿ Tape Measure
Ÿ Answer Key to the 5 diﬀerent codes with historic reference.
Preparation
Five (5) one (1) mile courses will be laid out by the staﬀ. These courses will overlap and there will be
extra letters/bearing markers placed around the area. Staﬀ will setup a separate area that will be used
by Webelos and by Scouts as their compass bearing synchronization check.
Scoring
Ÿ 1 point 25% of the letters/code correct.
Ÿ 2 points 50% of the letters/code correct.
Ÿ 3 points 75% of the letters/code correct.
Ÿ 4 points 100% of the letters/code correct.
Ÿ 5 point for explaining the historic reference/point.
Instructions
The Patrol will be given a card with bearings, distance, and declination. They will need to test their
compass at the synchronization station to calibrate it. This is to ensure the bearings are equal to the
compass used to build the course. They must take any diﬀerences into account. They will then follow
the 1 mile orienteering course and on their own notepad or paper write down the letters found at each
point to decode a secret word or words. Upon completion they will return to the starting point and
show the staﬀ the code. If they can explain the Scout history behind the decoded word(s) they will
earn an extra point in the game. Webelos will decode a message from a bearing taking station. They
will receive a code card with bearings alone. They will take bearings from one location with visible
bearing markers to decode the word(s). Once completed if they are able explain the Scout history
related to the code they will earn an extra point.
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Kim’s Game
Memory/observational game in which the scouts have 1 minutes to identify all of the items presented.
Webelos will be given 3 minutes. Each Patrol and Webelos will need to provide their own note pad or
paper and writing instrument.
Supplies
Ÿ 15 items to layout
Ÿ A trap or sheet.
Ÿ Timer
Scoring
Ÿ 1 point
< 5 items correct.
Ÿ 2 points 6 - 10 items correct.
Ÿ 3 points 11 - 15 items correct.
Ÿ 1 point Patrol Yell.
Ÿ 1 points Patrol Flag.
Instructions
Collect 15 items and place them under a tarp or sheet. Have the scouts/webelos gather around and
uncover the items for one (1) minute (Scouts) three (3) minutes for Webelos. Cover the items. Have
the patrol write down every item they can remember.
Tug-Of-War
Simple game - Pull the other team to across the line. The patrols will be judged on Scout Spirit, Patrol
Method, and Good Sportsmanship.
Supplies
Large long rope
A scarf or tag to mark center
A small rope on the ground to mark the center point
Scoring
Ÿ 1 point Worked as a team.
Ÿ 1 point Showed good sportsmanship.
Ÿ 1 point for participating.
Ÿ 1 point Patrol Yell.
Ÿ 1 points Patrol Flag.
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Campsite Inspection
Staﬀ will walk the campsites through the event time of the day.
During this time these Staﬀers will judge and score the campsites based as a Troop, Crew, or Pack.
The scoring can range from 1 - 10 points. Each patrol in a unit will be given the same score as the
unit. i.e. Troop 1 has two patrols the Bats and Cats. The Troop’s score is an 8 out of 10 points. Each
Patrol will receive 8 points.
Green Backs (Scout Spirit Award)
This is one of the biggies each year both at camp-o-ree and at Klondike. Every station will reward and
track your Scout Spirit by giving the Patrol Leader Green Backs. Green Backs are the currency for the
00
auction house. Each patrol can earn up to G50. Green Backs per game. The staﬀ running the course
00
00
00
can give any amount between G0. and G50. in G10. increments. The maximum a patrol can earn
00
is G400. . During the down time in the afternoon scouts can come to the Auction house to bid on
various items, candy bars, cookies, trinkets, and gadgets. The more Scout spirit your patrols show the
more Green Backs you can earn. The total number of Green Backs given out will tracked and counted
towards the spirit award.
Additional Events
24 hour ﬂag retirement
We will be performing a 24 hour ﬂag retirement starting at 7 pm Friday night ending at 7 pm Saturday
night. We will need every unit to sign up for a 1 hour shift when they check in.
Game Barrel
This will be a social area where patrols or individual scouts can interact and play board games or just
socialize.
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Scoring Summary
Technical Points (Max 40 per Patrol)
The patrols get points in a few ways. The main amount is based on how they do playing the games
and participating in the events. Each event is worth 5 points. These are the technical points and these
points are awarded as listed in the instructions.
Green Backs/Scout Spirit Points (Max 40 per Patrol)
The next block of points is awarded based on enthusiasm, Scout Spirit, sportsmanship, etc.. in an
00
00
event. These points are awarded as Green Backs G0. . The volunteer staﬀ can hand out up to G50.
00
Green Backs per patrol for a maximum of G400. per patrol, if the volunteer staﬀ feel the patrol
deserves it. The volunteer staﬀers will have the option to give none at all. They will track the amount
on their master score sheets as POINTS from 0 - 5 and will be applied towards the points for the Spirit
Award.
Camp Inspection Points (Max 10 per unit/patrol)
Each camp will be inspected and scored on a 1 - 10 point range per the inspection sheet. Staﬀ will
walk the campsites through the event time of the day. During this time these Staﬀers will judge and
score the campsites based as a Troop, Crew, or Pack. The scoring can range from 1 - 10 points. Each
patrol in a unit will be given the same score as the unit. i.e. Troop 1 has two patrols the Bats and Cats.
The Troop’s score is an 8 out of 10 points. Each Patrol will receive 8 points. The patrol’s score equals
the units score.
Bonus Item (Max 8 per Patrol)
If the patrol has and shows a bottle or can of sarsparilla, full or empty, to the volunteer staﬀ at each
event the patrol receives 1 bonus point per event for a maximum of 8 bonus points.
OA and District Staﬀ Bonus Points (Max 2 points per Patrol)
Before the totaling of the scores takes place the OA and District staﬀ will have the option to add 0, 1,
or 2 points to a patrols score based on the staﬀs’ experience with the Patrol(s) throughout the day.
Driving Directions
Discovery Park is located at Red Bluﬀ Recreation Area, Red Bluﬀ, CA 96080 Please see the maps
below for an overview of where that is and where things are stationed.
Important Notices of Camping Conditions
Unit leaders must be responsible for assuring both attending adults and scouts are properly clothed
for the conditions and that they stay hydrated throughout the day.
Leave no trace is (as always) in eﬀect for this activity. Make sure you leave nothing – holes in the
ground, trash or ANYTHING! As is usually the case, we are guests of the hosting site so let's leave
them with a good image of scouts.
This year we expect a very large turnout. While this will be fantastic for the games and competition, it
means that camping will be tight. Please consider this as you setup your tents and overall camping
sites.
Parking is in the area where the key is in the map below. Please note that these parking spots are for
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boats or trailers so, if you are a single vehicle, please park so that two cars ﬁt in each spot.
On Friday, each troop can bring in a vehicle to drop oﬀ gear, but it must be out of the circle area and
parked before sundown. At that point the gate will be shut for the remainder of this event. Vehicles will
only be allowed back in on Sunday to pick up gear. If you must leave on Saturday evening, you will
have to carry your gear out to the parking lot.
This is for safety reasons and any exemptions to this rule will be very few and far between and on a
case by case basis at the discretion of the Chapter Chief, his Advisor, or District Executive.
Available Facilities
The facilities are fairly sparse i.e. you will need to bring your own tables as necessary, pack water in
and deal with your own trash. There are 3 spigots of potable water however, you need to bring
something to store it in.
Nothing new for most of us but I want to make sure nobody expects something else.
Portable sanitary facilities will be on hand to supplement the existing pit toilets.
Each unit needs to consider the following:
Water
While spigots are available, to avoid a line, plan to bring your own supplies for cooking and ﬁlling
water bottles.
Garbage
Collect, contain, and remove all of your own and other you ﬁnd.
Sanitary Facilities
Please encourage their use. Each troop may want to consider supplying suﬃcient toilet paper for
each of its members...just in case.
Camp Fires
Absolutely NO FIRES will be permitted outside of the camp ﬁre bowl.
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Schedule of Events
Friday
5:30 pm - 9:00 pm

Unit Check In and Campsite Setup

9:00 pm

Cracker-Barrel: SPL and unit leaders’ meeting.

10:00 pm

Quiet Time

Saturday
7:00 am

Reveille

7:00 am - 8:30 am

Unit Check-in and Event Setup

8:45 am

Open Ceremony and Flags

9:00 am - 12:00 pm
12:00 pm - 1:00 pm
1:00 pm - 3:00 pm

Patrol Competitions
Lunch Break (All Events Closed)
Patrol Competitions

3:00 pm - 4:30 pm

Social Time and Auction House

7:00 pm

Campﬁre - Awards and OA Induction Ceremony

10:00 pm

Quiet Time

Sunday
8:00 am - 10:00 am

Camp Clean Up and Check Out

This schedule is subject to on-site revision as necessary due to weather, time, and staﬃng
constraints. Planned events may change due to weather conditions and/or adult leader availability. It
is the responsibility of each patrol to ﬁnd and compete in all the events - keeping in mind that the
events may change without notice.
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Volunteer Staﬀ
Each unit must provide Adults to run an event. All events will be set up and ready to go by 8:30am on
Saturday. Some materials will all be provided however, if you have supplies that always helps. If you
have any questions, please contact the OA Chapter Chief or one of the advisors. We will discuss
event assignments at cracker barrel, but if your unit has a preference, please email
wintunoa@gmail.com and let us know.
By cracker barrel we need a list of the patrols participating, and whether they are:
Ÿ NEW - All of the scouts in the patrol have been in Scouts less than a year.
Ÿ EXPERIENCED - One (1) or more of the patrol members have been a Scout for a year or more.
Ÿ WEBELOS - 100% of the patrol are WEBELOS, with the possible exception of a Den Chief who
can guide, but not participate
Having this info in advance will help in the scoring at the end of the weekend.
Patrols are set by Cracker Barrel and cannot be changed later on. Please do not expect that your new
patrol that fell apart sometime mid-morning, will get combined with another patrol for scores.
REMINDER: Without adult leaders, these events will not take place. As with the rest of Scouting, the
success of this event depends entirely on volunteer eﬀort. Please help out if you can.
Webelos Participation
Webelos are strongly encouraged to attend Saturday for the day activities. There will be no separate
program provided for Webelos, however they will be eligible for awards in their own class. Overnight
camping is ONLY permitted in accordance to the guidelines in “The Guide to Safe Scouting” and other
Scout rules.
Cub Scouts, siblings and pets are NOT allowed at Camporee.
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Event Score Sheet
Event Name:_____________________________________Volunteer Staﬀ:____________________________________

#

Patrol Name

Patrol Type
New/Exp
Webelos

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
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Unit Type & # Tech Green Bonus
Total
Troop\Crew Points Backs Point
0-11
0-5
Pack
0-5
0-1

Campsite Inspection Sheet
Troop:

Campsite:
Points
Given

Subject & Descriptions

Camp Layout (2 points)
Is there a deﬁnitive pre-planned setup/is it organized? (1 Point)
Example: Tents are setup by patrol, erected and secured.
Are the American and Unit ﬂags properly displayed?

Fire Safety (2 points)
If there is a ﬁre ring is prepared correctly? (1 point)
I.E. Safe distance from tents, Space cleared of fuel.
Is there adequate ﬁre ﬁghting equipment? (1 Point)
I.E. Fire buckets, Water source, Shovel, Rake etc...

Wood Area (2 Points)
Has an axe/wood yard been built within guidelines? (1 Point)
Wood tools properly cared for and stored? (1 Point)

Kitchen Area (2 points)
Is the food prep area clean? (1 Point)
I.e. Stoves clean, utensils put away, food preparation and cooking area clean.
Is the food properly stored? (1 Point)
I.e Is all the food put away and stored in the proper containers?

Camp Improvements (2 points)
Is there a gateway? (1 Point)
I.e. A lash entry decoration of some making.
Useful pioneering project built? (1 Point)
Examples: Drying rack, Table, Seat, Tripod wash basin...

Total:
18

Recommended Unit Supplies
Unit Gear
Flags - American & Unit
Potable Water Containers
Cook Gear
Camp Site Markers
Gateway Supplies
Fire Safety Gear
Axe Yard Supplies
Camp Chairs
Trash Bags
Toilet Paper
Patrol Gear
Rope (Lots of it, estimated 10’ per member.)
Flag
First aid supplies
3 - 6-8’ poles
Stakes
Bottle or Can of sarsaparilla
Hammer/Mallet
Tinder
Fire starting tools
Compass
Writing utensil and paper
10 Essential for each member of the patrol
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Site Overview / Maps
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Notes:
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Notes:
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